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I Introduction: main objectivesI. Introduction: main objectives

• U d t di i t ti b t th fi i l t d th• Understanding interactions between the financial sector and the 
real economy with focus on households. 

• Understanding the secular decline in US saving rate• Understanding the secular decline in US saving rate .

• Understanding potential financial instability.

• Interpreting data on the growth of credit, money and asset prices –
crucial for central banks.

• H dli j l ti t t l h i t i• Handling major evolutionary structural change in econometric 
modelling.
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To be explained: rise in consumption/income and 
debt/income, etc.
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II. History of  thought: financial sector-real economy 
linkage is an old puzzle in Economics

• Monetarists such as Milton Friedman were fashionable in 1970s 
and early 80s,  partly because they had a very simple model: 
money supply drives inflation and business cyclemoney supply drives inflation and business cycle.

• Alternative view of James Tobin, that portfolios of multiple assets 
mattered was complexmattered, was complex.

• The failure in US, UK and elsewhere of the late 70s, early 80s 
monetarist experiment paved the way for a new fad: Real Businessmonetarist experiment, paved the way for a new fad: Real Business 
Cycles, where money and credit play no role, and the real economy 
drives the financial sector, with no feedbacks.

• The Global Financial Crisis has discredited this class of models, 
unfortunately popular with central banks.
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Tobin 1968, 1969 on interactions between finance 
and the real economyand the real economy

• Key interaction between financial sector  and real economy in 
Brainard and T’s stylised model occurs via investment NoBrainard and T s stylised model occurs via investment. No 
consumption. 

• Yield on equities is key component of vector of interest rates;  q y p ;
depends on the economy’s portfolio composition,  policy 
instruments, productivity shocks etc.

d b h f h• Brainard & Tobin: emphasise accounting consistency for the 
holdings by banks with the private sector, given overall balance 
sheet constraints.

• Main pitfall: the common failure to observe financial identities 
explicitly in model building.
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Tobin & colleagues on the credit channel 
d d lli h h ldand modelling households

• Tobin & Brainard (1963): characterised the bank lending or credit 
channel of monetary transmission, anticipating Bernanke and 
Blinder (1988) and Bernanke and Gertler (1989).

• Tobin & Dolde (1971): analysed monetary transmission and wealth 
effects on consumption when some consumers either cannot 
borrow or face an external finance premium (interest rates on loansborrow or face an external finance premium (interest rates on loans 
exceed those on assets). But no mortgages or housing.

• Their micro-simulation model, with much heterogeneity, impliedTheir micro simulation model, with much heterogeneity, implied 
that a single wealth budget constraint in estimated systems of 
household behaviour (e.g. Saito, 1977), was inappropriate.

• Backus & Purvis (1980): analysed quarterly US FoF data in complete 
systems approach with partial adjustment of asset stocks to long-
run equilibrium levels, but did not make this mistake.
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Backus and Purvis (1980)

• One of their key points is that disaggregated assets, not just net 
worth are needed to model consumptionworth, are needed to model consumption.

• In my view, three basic pitfalls in financial modelling arise from 
neglecting:g g

• structural changes in financial system, 
• endogeneity of asset prices, andendogeneity of asset prices, and
• uncertainty and expectations

• One symptom is that income expectations (permanent income) are• One symptom is that income expectations (permanent income) are 
not well handled, perhaps accounting for some strange parameter 
estimates in Backus and Purvis.

• Large VAR literature on links between money, credit and business 
cycle finds unstable relationships: because demand is not 
distinguished from financial innovation affecting supply of credit.
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FoF systems approach “superceded” 
by “micro-founded” DSGE

• After the early 1980s, the literature on FoF systems is fairly 
limited. Blake (2004) FAIDS, is a rare exception.

• Blake: focuses on system properties of the Deaton-Muellbauer 
‘almost ideal demand system’ with common net worth constraint 
(ignoring Backus & Purvis insight) but takes some account of credit(ignoring Backus & Purvis insight), but takes some account of credit 
market innovation, measured by a debt/income proxy.

• DSGE models until recently neglected financial and credit marketDSGE models until recently neglected financial and credit market 
variables, or took them to be the tail wagged by the real economy 
dog.  In the global financial crisis, the reverse held.

• Flow of Funds data now a centre of attention.
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III. Handling vast change in US credit market 
hi i 1970architecture since 1970

• Spread in credit card ownership and instalment credit from 1960s 
to 2000s. 

• Creation of Government Sponsored Enterprises to underwrite 
mortgages in the 1970s (e.g. Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac).

• F lli IT t t f d t d dit i t• Falling IT costs transformed  payment and credit screening systems 
in 1980s and 90s. 

• Expansion of sub-prime mortgages in 2000s• Expansion of sub-prime mortgages in 2000s.
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Changes in credit market architecture were spawned by 
the deregulation of financial and credit marketsthe deregulation of  financial and credit markets

• interest rate ceilings lifted in the early 1980s• interest rate ceilings lifted in the early 1980s

• deregulation of banks and investment banks

• rise of private label securitization backed by credit default 
obligations (CDOs) and swaps

l l d d• political pressure to extend credit to poor

This led to the sub-prime boom and bust which conventional 
housing models missed.
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New flexible formulation not subject to ‘pretence of        
knowledge syndrome’(of Hayek 1974 Caballero 2009)knowledge syndrome (of  Hayek 1974, Caballero 2009)
• Allows for shifting access to consumer and mortgage debt.

• No efficient market assumption—transactions costs affect housing, 
shifting risk premia alter most asset prices.

• Do not impose rational expectations assumption: use University of 
Michigan survey for consumer expectations.

• Unlike in most DSGE models, asset prices are not just indicators of 
expectations.

• Consumers not assumed to be rational inter-temporal optimisers 
operating in perfect credit and asset markets who can smooth away 
all recessions: allow data to speak – avoid ‘know-it-all macro’.all recessions: allow data to speak avoid know it all macro .
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New formulation accounts for
vulnerability to credit and wealth shocksvulnerability to credit and wealth shocks

• Greater access to credit boosts consumption and raises debt at 
first.

• B t hi h d bt l t d dit d ti i th• But higher debt later reduces credit and consumption, as in the 
recent bust.

• Hard to rebuild liquid assets and pay back debt – but pressure to• Hard to rebuild liquid assets and pay back debt – but pressure to 
deleverage  when asset prices change suddenly, or when credit 
dries up, or permanent income drops.

Richer model: households vulnerable to debt problems 
when asset prices, access to credit, or incomes fall as 
seen during the recent housing and financial crisis.
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Modelling the household financial accelerator:

Mortgage and
Housing Crisis

Lower Demand
for Housing

Lower Capital of
Financial Firms

↓Home Prices & L H ↑ Counter-Party Credit Standards↓
Wealth, Slower
Consumption

Less Home
Construction

↑ y
Risk, Money &
Bond Mkts Hit

Tightened
on All Loans

131

Slower
GDP Growth



Modelling household financial 
accelerator: sectoral feedbacks

Mortgage and
Housing Crisis

Lower Demand
for Housing

Lower Capital of
Financial Firms

↓Home Prices & L H ↑ Counter-Party Credit Standards↓
Wealth, Slower
Consumption

Less Home
Construction

↑ y
Risk, Money &
Bond Mkts Hit

Tightened
on All Loans

142

Slower
GDP Growth



Modelling the household financial 
accelerator: full set of feedbacks

Mortgage and
Housing Crisis

Lower Demand
for Housing

Lower Capital of
Financial Firms

↓Home Prices & L H ↑ Counter-Party Credit Standards↓
Wealth, Slower
Consumption

Less Home
Construction

↑ y
Risk, Money &
Bond Mkts Hit

Tightened
on All Loans

153

Slower
GDP Growth



Modelling the household financial accelerator 
(2nd and 4th channel in Figure)

W ti t t f ti f di• We estimate a system of equations for consumer spending, 
mortgage refinance rate, equity withdrawal (growth of mortgages 
minus acquisition by households of housing), mortgage debt and 
house prices.

• Latent Interactive Variable Equation System (LIVES)          
to extract mortgage credit conditions index. 

• The index shifts the level of each equation, e.g. raise HEW/income; 
d h th i l ff t f i l i bl i tand changes the marginal effect of crucial variables, e.g. impact on 

consumer spending of increase in housing wealth.

• We also use Fed’s own Senior Loan Officer Survey data to track• We also use Fed s own Senior Loan Officer Survey data to track 
shifts in non-mortgage credit availability.
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IV. The Solved Out Consumption Function

• The Friedman-Ando-Modigliani consumption function requires an 
income forecasting model to generate permanent non-property 
iincome. 

• Unlike Euler equation, it does not throw away long-run information
on income and assets.on income and assets. 

• Evidence by Campbell-Mankiw 1989, 1991 and from our work is of 
huge rejection of martingale implication of Euler equation – the 
foundation stone of standard DSGE modelsfoundation stone of standard DSGE models.

• Since solved out consumption function is conditional on end of 
previous period portfolios and on asset prices need to endogenizeprevious period portfolios and on asset prices, need to endogenize
these: hence our equation system.
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Log line rizing the consumption functionLog-linearizing the consumption function

• The basic aggregate life-cycle/permanent income consumptiongg g y /p p
function has the form:

ttt ypermAc * 1 λγ += −

• Log-linearizing gives:

ttt yp1γ

and add habits (partial adjustment) for a dynamic model

0 1log log( / ) / logt t t t tc yperm y A y yα γ −= + + +

and add habits (partial adjustment) for a dynamic model 
around this long-run solution.

Important NOT to use log A:Important NOT to use log A:  
A/y gives far better approx, it preserves additive feature of 
budgets, and allows splitting into small and negative 
components
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Solved out approach, relaxing parameter restrictions

• Robust to limited rationality – just need household common 
sense about the budget constraint and a concern about 
sustaining consumptionsustaining consumption. 

• Does not require strong assumptions of conventional DSGE 
models: rational expectations common to all agents, p g ,
representative agent, fully efficient (financial and credit!) 
markets, no asymmetric information, no agency problems.

E i i l d l f fi i l / l li k• Empirical model of financial sector/real economy linkages: 
money, credit and asset prices really matter.
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But Friedman-Ando-Modigliani model needs g
modification for housing and credit

• Classical life-cycle theory suggests the ‘housing wealth effect’ on 
aggregate consumption (including imputed housing) is small or 
negative So rejects net worth formulationsnegative.  So rejects net worth formulations.

• Small and positive for consumption excluding imputed housing 
(see Muellbauer 2007 Jackson Hole paper or Aron et al (2012)(see Muellbauer, 2007, Jackson Hole paper or Aron et al (2012) 
Sept. RIW.)

• The credit channel is crucial to explain impact of house prices on• The credit channel is crucial to explain impact of house prices on 
consumption via 2 mechanisms:

- (-) down-payment constraint;( ) down payment constraint;

- (+) ability to borrow against home equity, affecting mpc out of 
housing collateral
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I pli tiImplications

• Poorly developed credit markets (e.g. Italy or Japan) imply 
aggregate consumption falls when house prices rise: 

- future first time buyers (and renters) save more for a deposit (or 
higher future rents), and home-owners have limited access to 
home equity loans.

• Deep mortgage markets imply the opposite: 

- a lower ratio of down-payments to value applies so future first- a lower ratio of down-payments to value applies, so future first 
time buyers will save little and not respond much to higher house 
prices; higher collateral values boost spending.

- Greater access to home equity loans raises mpc out of housing 
wealth.
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Encompassing Friedman-Ando-Modigliani 
Consumption Function and Credit Channel

• Many studies of housing wealth effects suffer from poor 
controls, but not this one, with long-run solution:

0 1 3 1 1 2 1log log( / ) / /

/ log
t t t t t t t t t t tc r E yperm y NLA y IFA y

HA y y
α α α γ γ
γ

− −≈ + + + +

+ +

• Short-run dynamics also potentially includes growth in income, 
change in interest rate and change in the unemployment rate as

3 1 / log  
  

t t t tHA y yγ −+ +

change in interest rate and change in the unemployment rate as 
uncertainty proxy.

• Time varying parameters are made functions of credit conditions.

• Heterogeneous underlying micro-structure reflecting constraints 
of e.g. Attanasio et al (2011, JEEA paper).
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Encompassing the Friedman-Ando-Modigliani 
C pti F tiConsumption Function

• c is real per capita consumption, r is the real interest rate and y is 
l it t ireal per capita non-property income

• measures income growth expectations, modeled for US with 
Mi hi i i Δ T bill d d l

1 1
1 1log( / ) ( log / ) logk s k s

t t t t s typerm y E y yδ δ− −
+=   −

Michigan income expectations, Δ T-bill rate, trends and log y.

• NLA/y is the ratio of real liquid assets minus debt to real non-
property incomeproperty income

• IFA/y is the ratio of real illiquid financial assets to real non-property 
income

• HA/y is the ratio of real housing wealth to real non-property 
income.
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The credit channel features through -f g

• the different mpcs for net liquid assets, illiquid financial assets 
(larger for net liquid, Otsuka, 2006) and for housing;

• through possible short-term cash flow effects for borrowers;

• by the possibility of parameter shifts with credit market 
liberalisation:

- index CCI from SLO survey for unsecured credit

- housing liquidity index, HLI, latent variable defining access to g q y , , g
home equity credit.

• For US, we also have data from 1980-2009 on loan-to-value 
ti f fi t ti b i hift i th dratio for first time buyers, measuring shifts in the down-

payment constraint, and relevant for the house price equation.
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V. Latent interactive variable equation system (LIVES)

• For US: system of  4 or 5 equilibrium correction models: consumption, 
refi rate, housing equity withdrawal, mortgage stock, (and house , g q y , g g , (
prices).

• quarterly data, 1971(4) – 2011(1)

• common, unobserved, evolving structural influence proxied by linear 
comb. of smoothed step dummies → spline function or (Kalman) state 

d l l i bl i k i ( T b d d)space model plus variable risk premium (corp-Treasury bond spread)

• “housing liquidity index” (HLI) – a kind of mortgage credit conditions 
index for existing home owners enters each equation throughindex for existing home-owners- enters each equation through 
intercept and interaction with key economic variables.
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Housing liquidity index (HLI) (and in part consumer 
credit SLO-CCI) is important common factor  

C t l f i i bl dControl for economic variables and:

• For HLI, use smooth spline function or Kalman alternative.

• HLI has intercept and interaction effects in refi, mortgage stock and 
HEW/Y equations, as well as for consumption.

• Exploit also info. from Fed’s Senior Loan Officer Survey, quarterly 
since 1966 to construct SLO-CCI for consumer credit.

• F ti f b k d t h ti ht d dit il bilit f• Fraction of bank respondents who tightened credit availability for 
consumer loans (not mortgages) in the last quarter.

• Cumulate to extract level of index and remove normal business• Cumulate to extract level of index and remove normal business 
cycle and interest rate effects (estimated impact of changes in the 
real federal funds rate, leading economic indicators, and the loan 
delinquency rate).
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The time varying marginal propensity to consume out of  
housing wealth: proportional to HLI
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Fitted and actual log permanent/current incomeFitted and actual log permanent/current income
fitted log yperm/y actual log yperm/y 
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Estimated coefficients of  long-run solution for US log 
consumption/income

1log( / ) 0.131 0.089 0.0047 (0.49 0.35 ) log( / )
(6.2)         (7.7)                ( 6.4)      (6.7)    (1.3)                                          

0 101 / 0 017 /

t t t t t t tc y CCI r HLI E yperm y

NLA IFA

−≈ + − + +
−

0 055( ) /HLI HA1 10.101 / 0.017 /t t tNLA y IFA− −+ + 1 10.055( ) /
(7.6)                           (8.6)                      (5.4)
( )

t t t ty HLI HA y

t ratios

− −+

−( )t ratios

  0.47 ( 13.1)speed of adjustment t =

• Corroborating findings for UK, Australia, South Africa: housing ‘wealth’ effects 

 s.e. 0.0029equation

g g , , g
zero or negative before mortgage credit liberalisation, mpc for net liquid 
assets between 0.1 and 0.16, for illiquid financial assets between 0.015 and 
0.03, speeds of adjustment typically 0.35-0.45. France still has zero housing 
wealth effect but positive CCI effect.
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Co integrationCo-integration

5 6 i bl i t t d f d 1• 5 or 6 variables integrated of order 1

log( / ),  ,  log( / ) (-borderline I(1)),t t t t tc y CCI E yperm y

• Only one co-integrating vector

 / ,  / ,  ( ) / .t t t t t t tNLA y IFA y HLI HA y

Only one co integrating vector.
• Only one significant adjustment coeff. – that for consumption.
• Reverses Lettau and Ludvigson (2001, 2004, 2011) claim that g ( , , )

wealth, rather than consumption adjusts to the co-integrating 
relationship.

• Given HLI and CCI, parameter stability and international evidence 
(UK, France, S Africa, Australia, Japan) suggests consumption 
function is a structural equation in the Cowles Commission sense.function is a structural equation in the Cowles Commission sense.
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Contributions of  shifts in access to credit to log 
consumption/income
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Contributions of  log (perm income/income) etc. to log 
consumption/income
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Some key insightsy g

• Impact of housing wealth on consumption has grown with 
$ $mortgage market liberalisation: at peak, $100 rise led to $3.6 

increase in spending.

• ‘Money’ matters: the impact of liquid assets minus debt on 
consumer spending per $ is about 6 times the size of the stock 
market wealth effect (often in pension plans).

• Reveals household vulnerability to debt when asset prices or 
incomes fall.

• Model explains shifting correlation of credit with consumption: 
increased access to credit increases both consumption and debt, 
but higher debt, given access, lowers consumption.

• Need good models to interpret flow of funds data and warn of 
possible financial instability. Endogenise consumer credit and liquid 
assets. 33



Further expansion of  Flow of  Funds in modelling
• The other side: CCI, HLI might be usefully linked with changes in 

composition of loan funding from the MFI sector.

• In US, notable correlation of private label MBS share with HLI.

• Model loan defaults (e.g. Aron and Muellbauer, 2010) and 
f db k t b ki t i BOE’ RAMSI d lfeedbacks to banking system as in BOE’s RAMSI model.

• If negative equity and Mortgage and
Housing Crisis

unemployment drive

US bad loans, negative Lower Demand Lower Capital of

feedback on credit

indicators depends very

for Housing

↓Home Prices &

Financial Firms

↑ Counter Party Credit Standardsindicators depends very

non-linearly on debt and

h i C d l

↓Home Prices & 
Wealth, Slower
Consumption

Less Home
Construction

↑ Counter-Party
Risk, Money &
Bond Mkts Hit

Credit Standards
Tightened

on All Loans
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1

Slower
GDP Growth



VI. Conclusions:  credit market transformation and 
vulnerability of US to credit crunches and asset price declinesvulnerability of  US to credit crunches and asset price declines 

• Our US results imply shocks to intermediation and wealth canOur US results imply shocks to intermediation and wealth can 
undermine macroeconomic and financial stability in advanced 
economies: central banks may need to stabilize aggregate demand 

i b th k t ti d l d f l t tvia both open market operations and as lenders of last resort.

• Modelling implications: for US-type economy, finance-real economy 
linkages are found crucial when evidence replaces faith.

• Tobin-type portfolio approach restores broad money to its rightful 
but not overweening place along with debt, stock market and 
housing wealth.

• Standard DSGE models will fail – not structural in Cowles 
Commission sense.
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• Interaction effects and non-linearities make constant parameter, 

linear VARs non-robust.


